COASTAL COMMUNITY CHALLENGE
10TH October 2018
J Gregory (Chair)
L Havell
C Wainwright
S Fortune (LCF)

K Parrinder
G Mellor
C Lilley

B Varnam
S Sheekey
J Monk

W Wainwright
J Rayment
L Wells

1. Apologies for absence
Apologies were received from J Ward, V Cobbold, A Shaw (BLR), A Wain and A Sylvester (ELAP)
2. Declarations of Interest
CL declared an interest in item 9.
3. Minutes
The minutes of the meeting held on 12th September 2018 were proposed and seconded as an accurate
record of the meeting. They were signed by the Treasurer.
4. Chairman’s Report
JG reported that Matt Leach (Chief executive of Local Trust) was wishing to visit on a Friday during
October or November. No date had been set yet, but would be communicated when more details were
known.
5. Secretary’s Report
No communications had been received this month. WW had sent a response to Debbie Prince re the
defibrillator.
6. Treasurer’s Report
KP recorded payments for timber boards, plastic glasses and party bags for the lantern parade, FB ads,
and to The Beck for the partnership meal.
7. Communication Group Report
As the Communication group had not met since the last meeting there was nothing to report this time.
8. Project Groups Report
A meeting with James Gilbert of ELDC has been arranged for 16th October – discussion topics are Beach
Wheelchairs, 3D professional artwork on the garden circle on Golf Road, a Roller Skate park near the
Bucket and Spade, Volleyball on the Beach, Cycle racks on the promenade, Empty units on the Industrial
Estate possibly for Men’s shed and Youth Club and lights on the trees on Station Road.
A meeting with the drainage board has been arranged for 17th October – discussion topics are further
gardens (succulents, sensory, alpine) and the use of the land for the Beavers and Scouts clubs
In Bloom – Mablethorpe retained Silver Gilt status and the judges were impressed with the Quebec
gardens.
Safety- The Lincs Road Safety Partnership wish to tackle speeding issues. This will involve training people
to use the speed recording guns. The Town Council will fund the guns, are taking the lead and are asking
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if the CCC will be in partnership and fund some additional materials. A question was raised on insurance
for the people using the guns which will have to be raised with the TC. It was proposed and seconded
that the partnership offer be accepted, the partnership voted in favour with one against.
Christmas – CCC had met with the Rotary regarding the Sutton Sea Christmas Event, less money had
been spent than had originally been paid for. Plans were going well but the Rotary would appreciate
assistance on the afternoon and evening of the 14th December.
Mablethorpe Lantern parade – party bags were being sourced for the children, hopefully four schools
would be involved. A finalised proposal for the route (to start at the skatepark) was put forward,
seconded and agreed by the partnership.
Health – No proposal received yet from the Marisco as it is still in progress. A map of the defibrillators
has been created by JG, some posters had been made and it will be included in the Meridale news. A
copy to be forwarded to CW for inclusion in the next newsletter.
Sustainability – Nothing new to report at this meeting
Youth (Music) – A summary of the amended proposal by SoundLincs was circulated. It was an outline
proposal for provision just to the primary schools. It was proposed that it be accepted, seconded and
agreed by the partnership with the proviso that a full breakdown was now supplied.
9. Reps Report
AS had forwarded the annual Big Local forms which were completed and signed for return to AS.
10. Lincolnshire Community Foundation
An application had been received from a newly formed Neighbourhood Watch group in Trusthorpe.
New fencing was required to make some areas more secure. The group were then planning to expand to
other areas of Trusthorpe. The application was agreed by the partnership.
The Food Larder cheque for Furnichurch was ready – CL agreed to do the presentation.
The meeting closed at 2.35pm and the partnership decided to bring forward the Grants Panel meeting
from 17th October to follow this meeting.
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